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Abstract
Recipe generation is an emerging and active field in generative
methods. However, what sorts of dishes someone finds good or bad
change highly from person to person and even occasion to occasion. I
propose that we change the generation goal from recipes that score
highly on a quality metric to recipes that taste a particular way.
Taste, however, is more complex than just a set of chemical reactions,
often engaging in particular cultural concepts.
This first requires us to develop a computational model of taste, and
then incorporate that model into a generator. I propose using machine learning to attempt to learn a taste model from online recipe
databases. For generation, I propose using a genetic algorithm that
is adaptive to user constraints on recipes, such as allergens or complexity level. Finally, I’ll look at encoding cultural concepts around
food in a semantic network and augmenting the genetic algorithm
to generate recipes that have a particular meaning, as well as taste.

Chapter 1: Introduction
We live in an increasingly algorithmic world—from GPS navigation to AI stock brokers, AI routines to help assist in both everyday and specialized tasks are becoming
commonplace. The culinary world is no exception: perhaps still in its infancy, recommender systems for recipes1 and robotic bartenders2 are starting to emerge and
become generally accepted enough to be commercially viable.
Recipe generation has been studied, with generators ranging from case-based reasoning systems to genetic algorithms. Recipes themselves have been investigated
as data structures in the search community, machine learning groups have studied recipe recommender systems and kitchen and cooking assistance software has
been studied in HCI. However, only limited descriptive computational models of
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the human sense of taste and flavor perception have been proposed, which hampers
the ability of recipe generators to understand the flavors of the recipes they create,
robotic cooks to understand the the texture of the food they prepare, and kitchen
assistant tools to understand the nature of the tasks that they assist with.
This is far different from how humans prepare food—we’re informed by chemical
senses every step of the way. Consider the pop-culture chef, who tastes a bit of what
they are cooking, pauses and exclaims a need for more spices. Our future preferences
are informed by what our chemical senses tell us about past experiences with food,
from both not choosing a foie-gras on a menu during a fine dinner, to trying to
create that vegetable soup again, but this time with tarragon.
This advancement proposes a computational model of the human perception of taste
based on big data analysis of online recipe repositories. From there, this advancement
will explore the affordances of a software a model of taste, starting with a recipe
generator for smoothies, Michaire, and then augmenting the generator with concepts
from food and flavor aesthetics to enable the creative generation of recipes.

Research Questions
The core part of this advancement is a computational model of the perception of
taste. This advancement is mostly focused on the accuracy of such a model. However,
software should not exist in a vacuum, and this proposal also looks at an application
of such a model: a smoothie recipe generator. We also acknowledge that recipes and
food is often strongly tied to cultural symbolism and meaning, so we look at how to
augment Michaire to reason over this new space.
Michaire and the taste model will be evaluated for accuracy. In addition, Michaire
will be evaluated for usability, which should help reflect back on the usability of the
original taste model. This research aims to answer the following questions:

RQ1: How faithfully can we create a computational model of the sense
of taste?
The complex and nature of the multi-sensory perception of flavor makes building
a fully comprehensive model of flavor a herculean task. However, successful models
of even a part of the domain of edible foods is a useful contribution. Therefore, the
model will be focused on proposing taste profiles for raw ingredients that do not
require preparation to be safe to eat (most fruits and vegetables, for example). The
proposed model will take as input combinations of raw ingredients and output a
taste profile for the ingredients. Details of the model, as well as how to evaluate its
faithfulness to human perception are in chapter 3.

RQ2: How can we generate recipes with a taste model?
Generative methods is a young, but surprisingly complex field. Based on the taste
model, I plan to design and implement a smoothie recipe generator, Mischiare. Mischiare will follow the standard generate and test loop, with the ability to test against
how the smoothies taste in addition to other metrics, such as recipe complexity and
ingredient composition. Details on the implementation of the generator, as well as
the evaluation scheme, are in chapter 4.
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RQ3: How can Mischiare be augmented to generate creative recipes?
Computational creativity is another field that a taste model has obvious applications in. Although flavor and food aesthetics is not as explored as visual aesthetics,
there have been exciting recent theories based around cultural symbol evocation.
By augmenting Mischiare with a concept of flavor aesthetics, we can explore what
artistic or creative recipe generation might look like. Details on the implementation
of this generator, as well as the evaluation scheme, are in chapter 5.
Chapter 2 will focus on past and related work in recipe generation, as well as give a
brief overview on the sense of taste. Chapter 3 is a system description of the model
of taste, as well as an evaluation scheme for the model’s accuracy. Chapter 4 is the
system description of Mischiare, as well as an evaluation scheme for the smoothies
it generates. Chapter 5 will start with an overview in flavor aesthetics, then describe
the new modules that will be added to Mischiare to use this information. The chapter
will conclude with the new types of generation these modules afford. Finally, chapter
6 will offer concluding remarks and an advancement timeline.
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Chapter 2: Related Work
Recipes, Databases and Search
The search community has done work on how to best structure recipes, for fast
indexing, fast retrieval, and minimal use of space. The latter has also been the focus
of at least one twitter account; Maureen Evans compresses full recipes down to a
tweet by hand3 .
[54] introduces the special properties of recipes that make them different from other
data modeling domains. Recipes are loosely structured, behaviour oriented (the
main part of the recipe is a procedure to follow for a dish) and bound by constraints
(constrains bound particular actions or sequences of actions). Following that, the
authors introduce the data structure of the cooking graph as part of a recipe model,
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: A ‘cooking graph’. This is an example from [55], but follows the
same basic structure as the graph definition in [54]. The black vertices
denote raw ingredients, the blue vertices denote actions to take. Actions
flow along black arrows, ingredients flow along pale blue arrows. Some
action steps have a set of constraints that must be satisfied during that
step (cons()).
Formally, [54] defines a recipe as a tuple: R =< M, RP, SP >, where M is the set
of ingredients, RP is a set of properties applied to the recipe itself and SP is the
3
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cooking graph. Each ingredient m ∈ M has a unique ID as well as a set of properties
(like name, quantity, an image, etc). Properties in RP are things like cooking style,
region, an image of the dish, nutrition information, etc.
In this review of cooking graphs, I’m going to focus on the graphs presented in [55].
The graphs presented here are a simplified version of the model and graphs in [54],
but encode more information in the graph representation (rather than tagging each
node with extra information). In this case, SP = (V, E, T ime, Cons). V is a set of
vertexes and E is a set of edges.
Each vi ∈ V represents either a raw ingredient or a cooking action. Each has a
unique timestamp, T ime(vi ), representing the start time of vi . Each vi also has a
set of associated constraints, Cons(vi ). These constraints focus on things that should
be true while a particular action is taking place, like the temperature of an oven or
the final shapes of a sliced ingredient.
Each ei ∈ E represents either ‘action flows’ or ‘ingredient flows’. Action flows describe the temporal sequence of actions in the graph (so eij (vi → vj ) implies that
T ime(vi ) < T ime(vj )). Ingredient flows describe how the raw ingredients go through
each step (backwards tracking through the edges leads to the raw ingredients that
are being manipulated at that step).
Although not the main point of this work, which is more focused on various properties and attributes that are derivable from this graph representation, this graph
representation serves as an inspiring point for a lot of the work in recipe recommender systems and current recipe generators.

Recipe Recommendation Systems
The work done on recipe recommendation systems is fairly extensive, and this subsection will not provide a comprehensive review. Building on the insight from [55]
(that graph structures represent recipes well), [50] uses similar graph structures
to encode ingredient relationships in a recipe database to use for a recommender
system.
The system is built around a pair of graphs, the ingredient complement network and
the ingredient substitute network. The ingredient complement network is an undirected graph where nodes are ingredients and edges mark ingredients that frequently
occur together. After building this network for a scraped recipe dataset with review
scores, the authors only found a slight correlation between following the complement
network and review scores.
However, the authors also leverage information inside of recipe reviews in online
repositories. As shown in figure 2, online recipe reviews often (about 60% of the
time) contain suggestions for modification to the existing recipe, so it can be difficult to decide of the provided score relates to the recipe at hand, or the suggested
modification. Figure 2 also shows that online recipes are no stranger to the problem
of online curation where ‘the rich get richer’—highly rated recipes get more reviews
as well as more ratings overall, which leads to bias in the set.
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Figure 2: Graph of number of reviews to ratings, comparing and contrasting the reviews with modifications from [50]. This graph showcases
inherent biases in online recipe websites, which, as will be discussed
later, often requires generators to create bad examples to learn from.
The ingredient substitute network was built by scraping recipe comments for phrases
that indicated replacement (‘replaced a with b’, ‘substituted a with b’, etc). Each
node in the network is an ingredient, and each edge is directed indicating the replacement (replacing sugar with the artificial sweetener splenda would look like sugar →
splenda in the graph). These edges are weighted by the proportion of the times the
ingredient substitution was performed vs other substitutions for that ingredient, so
if splenda was substituted for sugar 68% of the time, the sugar → splenda edge
would have a 0.68 weight.
The substitution network was tested against a third graph, an ingredient preference
network. The authors find high correlation between the substitution network and
the preference network, indicating that the substitution network encodes something
about user preference and high scoring recipes, rather than rote ingredient lists. This
work lines up with other studies, in that individual user preference is more subtle
than trying to find general ‘optimal’ ingredient combinations. Only by looking at
how users were substituting ingredients did the network line up with user preference,
and therefore encode the correct domain information.
Other work in recommender systems for recipes includes collaborative filtering (recommending recipes based on past reviews from similar users, not considering any
domain knowledge) [12, 49, 57], finding a user’s favorite ingredients based on browsing history [52] or nutritional needs / preferences [43, 13, 20].
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Food Pairing Hypothesis
A particularly fateful meeting of Heston Blumenthal and Francois Benzi at an experimental cooking workshop in 2001 gave birth to the food pairing hypothesis (often
referred to as the food pairing theory or flavor pairing theory/hypothesis). The main
thrust is simple—the more aromatic compounds a pair of ingredients share, the better they taste together [9]. Blumenthal would describe this meeting, as well as his
own discoveries about how well caviar and chocolate went together in an article for
The Guardian in 20024 . The theory has grown to be quite popular, spawning off
several new dishes, cookbooks and a website, where people could investigate the
flavor pairing hypothesis themselves5 .
Although the flavor pairing theory is popular, it is not all encompassing. Cinnamon
and tomato, for example, should taste poorly together according to the theory. However, this is a signature flavor combination of traditional Greek food, so one would
imagine Greeks would disagree [9]. Also, the results are dubious when presented to
non-experts. In an evaluation of the theory, Kort et al. found that when students
were presented with mixtures of ingredients that conformed to the hypothesis, they
did not rate them any higher than mixtures which did not [23].
However, it may be that the flavor pairing theory is two-tailed. Ahn et al would
take a more data-driven approach to testing the flavor pairing hypothesis. In this
work, the authors created a bipartite graph consisting of two types of nodes: 381
ingredients and 1,021 flavor compounds known to contribute to the flavor of each of
the ingredients. The projection of this network is the flavor network, where two ingredient nodes are connected if they share flavor compounds. The links are weighted
by the amount of compounds two ingredients share. A visualization of this graph is
shown in figure 3 [1].
The flavor pairing hypothesis is a topological property of the network—two ingredients work well together if they have a heavily weighted edge between them. Ahn et al
tested the network against 56,498 recipes from three websites: allrecipes.com, epicurious.com and menupan.com. The recipes were grouped into geographically distinct
cuisines (North American, Western European, Southern European, Latin American,
and East Asian). For North American cuisine, the flavor pairing hypothesis held true.
The more a pair of ingredients were in a recipe together, the more likely they shared
similar chemical compounds. However, the hypothesis proved completely false for
East Asian recipes. The more two ingredients were used together, the less likely it
was that they shared flavor compounds together [1].
Finally, one criticism leveled against the flavor pairing hypothesis is that it is an
inaccurate model of how humans actually perceive flavor. Mautis de Klepper writes
that “most people recognize vague groups or combinations of compounds, which
they qualify with general descriptive terms like fruity, woody or meaty” [9]. This
viewpoint corresponds with recent neuroscience discoveries about the similarities
4
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Figure 3: The flavor network. This visualization is not a complete view
of the network, and is created via a backbone extraction method. The
only links here are the statistically significant ones, where p < 0.04.
This is why mushrooms appears to be unconnected to anything else—
they mostly share compounds with other mushrooms
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between smell and sight—namely, the sense of smell is realized by ‘odor images’
generated in the olfactory processing pathway in the human brain [42]. A review
of how the sense of taste works with the tongue and other flavor receptors can be
found here [46].

CHEF
One of the first recipe generation systems, CHEF uses case-based planning to create
szechuan cooking recipes [17]. CHEF was novel at the time for incorporating a
memory of past plans to help assist in avoiding problems and the creation of new
ones. CHEF takes, as input, various ingredients and flavors that a new plan (recipe)
should achieve (goals). CHEF starts the planning process by looking through a
datastore of past problems associated with the input goals. Then, it searches through
its memory of past plans to find one that satisfies as many goals as possible while
avoiding as many ‘accounted for’ problems as possible.
After retrieving a usable plan, CHEF then modifies it via a set of rules to meet
all the user-specified goals. The plan is then simulated through a separate set of
hard-coded causal rules, and then CHEF checks the final state of the simulation
against the original goals. If any goals remain unsatisfied, or CHEF hits a state in
the simulation it wants to avoid, it marks the plan as a failure and goes into plan
repair.
CHEF deals with plan failure by building a causal explanation as to why the plan
failed. This is done by using a different set of causal rules that allow it to backchain
from a failure node (either the state we want to avoid or unsatisfied goal) to the
initial state. This failure chain is then used to find a strategy to deal with this
failure. Each strategy contains a way to build a description of the current problem
and how to fix it, which is passed to a hand-coded library of plan modifiers that
transform the plan to avoid the failure state.
CHEF avoids having to constantly go through this complicated process of repair
by storing plans intelligently—after repairing a plan to avoid failure, it updates its
knowledge of which failures to be worried about given the original goals (‘accounted
for’ problems), and stores the modified plan as a plan that satisfies the goals and
avoids the failures.
Although a notable piece of software, CHEF requires a lot of authorial intent in
order to work. A human needs to author the rules CHEF uses to modify a plan, the
rules CHEF uses to simulate a plan, the ways CHEF can repair from failure, and
the rules on how to do that given a particular failed plan. It would be rather nice to
have our culinary AIs learn from existing recipes, so there is less human authorship
required to get the system cooking.

PIERRE
PIERRE is a recipe generator for crockpot recipes (specifically, chilis, soups, and
stews) that focuses on computational creativity [30]. PIERRE is a culinary case
study into how to best split up an inspiring set, the set of artifacts that a computational system has ‘seen’, to best emulate human creativity. Unlike past work on
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this split, PIERRE splits its inspiring set into a set of artifacts used for generation
and a set of artifacts used for evaluation.
The recipe domain of crockpot recipes was chosen to reduce the work required to
produce a working recipe. PIERRE creates novel ingredient lists, and then appends
generic preparation instructions on them. The system builds its inspiring set by
scraping recipes off of the World Wide Web. It then uses a manually created list
of ingredients and measurements to parse the recipes in a consistent format. The
ingredients are also placed in a hierarchy, with general classes at the top (fruit,
vegetable), instances of those classes at the middle (beans is contained in vegetables, for example) and types of those instances at the bottom (beans breaks down
into Butter Beans, Red Kidney Beans, Garbanzo Beans, etc). The top level of this
hierarchy is referred to as the supergroup, the bottom level the sub-group.
PIERRE also scrapes a set of statistics for each ingredient. It keeps track of an ingredient’s minimum usage, maximum usage, mean usage and an ingredient’s standard
deviation or frequency in the set.
This inspiring set is then split between a set for generation and a set for evaluation.
For generation, PIERRE uses a genetic algorithm (GA). The population for the
GA is initialized randomly, and the objective function is covered in the evaluation
section. PIERRE implements crossover by selecting a random pivot index in a recipe,
breaking it into two sub-recipes, and combining the top sub-recipe of one with the
bottom sub-recipe of another. Mutation is implemented by adding, subtracting or
changing one ingredient in a recipe.
For evaluation, PIERRE trains two multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). PIERRE uses
online ratings for each recipe in its inspiring set, the MLPs perform regression based
on these ratings. The two MLPs are trained at different abstraction levels. One works
on the supergroup level, the other on the sub-group level. The authors of PIERRE
assume that any recipe found online has some merit, and therefore randomly construct some recipes that they assign a score of 0 to, in order to give the MLPs
negative examples to learn from.
As shown in figure 4, PIERRE’s ingredient lists seem feasible at a first glance, but
often use strange amounts of particular ingredients (what is a quarter of a slice of
bacon going to do against a pound of beef?) and occasionally, strange ingredients
(hen? What part of the hen, exactly?). However, in terms of computational creativity, the system performs quite well—coming up with novel ingredient listings that
use underrepresented ingredients in the inspiring set.
The use of strange ingredients, or strange amounts of ingredient, come from a lack of
feasibility checking on behalf of PIERRE. Part of this feasibility would be knowledge
of how the ingredient bill might taste after it’s been prepared. The use of a tiny
amount of bacon may push the ingredient listing more towards a more novel set of
ingredients, but doesn’t change the recipe much in terms of flavor. Modeling this
knowledge would help allow PIERRE to avoid at least some of it’s strange mistakes.
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Figure 4: An example recipe generated by PIERRE

Computational Creativity in the Culinary Arts
[7] describe a system that attempts to generate novel and interesting salads. Much
like PIERRE, the authors were only interested in ingredient lists and how they
perform in a computational creativity context. Much like PIERRE, this generator
also starts with an evaluation set scraped from the World Wide Web. The scrape
included ingredient lists and average user-assigned scores. After stripping ingredient
lists down to ingredient types (so, ¼ lb of chopped carrots” was converted to “carrot”), the authors used a compliment network augmented with the flavor pairing
information in [1]. When an ingredient wasn’t represented in the flavor network, it
was accommodated with mean value imputation. To combat selection bias in online
recipe repositories, much like PIERRE, several randomly generated recipes were
created and assigned a low score. Unlike PIERRE, additional human judgment was
used to only allow the least palatable examples to be added to the dataset.
After being encoded, the authors then computed 4 centrality features of the ingredient: betweenness, degree, PageRank and eigenvector. These centrality features were
augmented with community features in the network, similar to [50]. The authors
then trained a classifier on the recipe feature vectors. In order to evaluate a newly
generated recipe, the author’s use the following formula:
∑

f (r) =

∑

w∈W

s(w) − l∈L (5 − s(l))
5|R′ |
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Figure 5: Chef Watson System Architecture. Chef Watson starts with
an engineered categorized domain knowledge database. The designer
generates new ideas, the assessor evaluates those ideas and the planner
calculates which methods to use to realize these ideas. [53]
where W ⊆ R′ is the set of recipes that the classifier deems ‘worse’ than the the
recipe r, L ⊆ R′ is the set of recipes that the classifier deems ‘better’ than r, s(r) is
the rating the recipe got on the World Wide Web (or 1 for the curated ‘bad example’
set).
To actually go about creating new recipes, the authors propose a GA, but found the
initial randomly generated seed population to be highly performant, according to
their evaluation function. This makes the classifier or evaluation scheme suspect—if
a random sample all scores highly, then how good is the scheme? The system shows
how insights from the recipe recommendation systems can aid in recipe generation,
but does not do so in a convincing way.

Chef Watson
Chef Watson is a large-scale recipe generator built on IBM’s Watson platform. Chef
Watson is general purpose, creating recipes for a large number of dishes from cocktails to pasta salads. Chef Watson focuses mostly on ingredient selection, but does
generate complete recipes.
Chef Watson starts by generating all possible ingredient bills from a set of constraints
(both learned from data and user provided), then evaluates each potential bill with
a set of quality and novelty evaluators. Once a bill scores high enough, Chef Watson
calculates portions of each ingredient with a distributional conformance method, and
generates recipes steps with a subgraph composition algorithm. The time durations
or efforts of atomic steps are estimated by solving the inverse problem from data on
complete recipes [36]. The system architecture is described in figure 5.
Chef Watson is a large piece of software, each box in figure 5 has a large amount of
algorithmic complexity. It is out of scope for this advancement document to spend
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Figure 6: Chef Watson’s model of odor pleasantness based on psychophysical properties of chemical compounds. The data points in this
image are individual chemical compounds, vertical axis is the humanperceived pleasantness of those compounds and the horizontal axis is
the learned combination of physicochemical features.
a large amount of time on every facet of Chef Watson, but there is more detail in
[36]. I’d like to focus on Chef Watson’s model of flavor.
To evaluate how well a particular ingredient bill will be received, Chef Watson uses
a pair of quality metrics (odor pleasantness and food pairing) and a single novelty metric, bayesian surprise [53]. Chef Watson calculates odor pleasantness from a
model learned on the labeled dataset from Haddad et al [16]. The dataset is a pleasantness score for 70 different compounds, with various properties of the compounds
being features (things like topological polar surface area, heavy atom bond count,
etc). Multiple linear regression, with model selection based on the smallest amount
of prediction error, was run for each potential feature to reduce dimensionality of
the dataset. A final linear regression was run on the smaller number of features to
create the final model. This model is shown in figure 6[53].
Chef Watson does use a well-developed idea of the flavor pairing hypothesis, considering positively ingredients that share many compounds or ingredients that share
very few, depending on the target cuisine of the recipe that Chef Watson is generating.

Miscellaneous Flavor Models
Shao et al. propose another set of quality / novelty metrics for an artificial chef
to use, focused on individual preferences [41]. The quality of an ingredient bill is
modeled as the distance an ingredient bill has from a ingredient that an individual
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enjoys (such as beef). The metrics also use a personalized novelty metric, that takes
the user’s social network into account. Although potentially powerful, some model
components are non-trivial to figure out how to implement into a system.

Conclusions
Most recipe generators in the wild today focus on a concept of ‘recipe quality’
without trying to define what that might mean. Both the salad recipe generator and
PIERRE use supervised learning approaches to build classifiers that learn ingredient
relationships to high star ratings on an online recipe repository, but this learned
knowledge is vague.
The vagueness shows up when recipes learned in this fashion attempt to ground
out and actually undergo taste tests. In my own prior work with cocktail recipe
generation [34], asking participants to give a general Likert-like quality rating for
evaluating a cocktail proved to be awkward. Participants were generally looking for
different flavor sensations in the cocktails. This was brought to light in a Gimlet (a
standard, International Bartender Association approved cocktail) being given both
the lowest and the highest rating by different participants.
As shown in neuroscience and psychophysical research, taste is highly subjective.
However, we can generally agree on some particular qualities of a flavor profile
while differing on an overall value judgment. For example, in general, people find
lemons sour. However, they differ greatly on if this is a good or bad quality.
Therefore, it seems to be a logical next step to try and build a model that can
capture a taste profile of a particular dish, and leave the value judgment of that
profile to a human.
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Chapter 3: A Model of Taste
There is one critical component missing in several of the recipe generators and
recommender systems discussed earlier in chapter 2: a more precise computational
model of taste. Although Chef Watson and the Flavor Pairing Hypothesis make some
initial headway, they both give more generic recommendations on how a prepared
food item tastes:
• Chef Watson only deals with external olfactory response in terms of ‘pleasantness’, and uses that as a proxy for flavor pleasantness from the insight that
external olfaction is a primary component to flavor perception.
• The flavor pairing hypothesis is too simplistic, and sometimes makes faulty
predictions. Even when treated as a two tailed phenomenon, it only speaks
to maximizing an ambiguous ‘quality’ of food pairings, and not to how those
pairings actually taste.
Part of this difficulty has been that the human sense of taste has many complex
interactions and components. However, chefs have plied their art for centuries, flavor
science and sensory taste perception are active research fields, and a computational
model can be built from uncovered insights.
Karen Page and Andrew Dornenburg outline a simple linear combination for flavor
perception in their book The Flavor Bible. Flavor is the sum of taste, mouthfeel,
aroma and what is perceived “by the other senses — plus the heart, mind and spirit”
[33]. This chapter will focus on a model that will cover taste. Chapter 5 will look at
modeling the more ephemeral qualities of heart, mind and spirit.

The Taste Profile
I define a taste profile as a vector that defines how food tastes. As mentioned in
related work, the potential sensory input that goes into banana flavor is complex:
not only do the five classical taste components (salty, bitter, sweet, savory, sour)
play a part, but also mouthfeel (temperature, astringency, piquancy, creaminess),
sight (color, shape), sound (pitch), aroma (pungency, pleasantness, chemesthesis),
and more personal qualities (heritage, memory) all contribute to make something
taste the way it does[42].
It is not currently known how much each of these parameters plays into the full
perception of flavor, however, common wisdom is that as much as 80% of flavor
perception is based on smell [9, 33]. But, smell is more complicated than just sniffing.
Olfaction occurs externally (sniffing) as well as internally (odorants rising up through
the back of the throat to trigger smell receptors [42]).
Therefore, data sources that could provide information for building flavor profiles
do not cover all possible parameters for a complete profile. Hence, we only work
with a taste profile, which covers the five classical taste sensations that come from
receptors on the tongue (salty, bitter, sweet, savory and sour).
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When interviewing professional chefs, Karen Page and Andrew Dornenburg found
they focus on four classical parameters (bitter, sweet, salty, sour) and claim that,
“the essence of great cooking is to bring these four tastes into balanced harmony”
[33], so focusing on these sensory qualities has some classical foundation.
As seen in the work presented in the Food Quality and Preference Journal, there
is a library of work done on just mapping ingredients to flavor qualities such as
sweet, sour, bitter, salty, savory, piquant, astringent, etc. In addition, one can look
at recipe comments on websites to find flavor descriptions of particular recipes.
However, accessing the flavor information embedded in recipe comments is a tricky
natural language processing problem, which makes comments difficult to mine.
More directly, the Yummly recipe API6 allows for accessing Yummly’s recipe repository based on ranges in several flavor parameters. These parameters are labeled
‘salty’, ‘sweet’, ‘meaty’, ‘sour’, ‘bitter’, ‘piquant’ where ‘meaty’ is synonymous to
‘savory’ and ‘piquant’ is synonymous with ‘spicy’. Each of the qualities is given a
floating-point value from 0 to 1, which allows for searching based on a range of flavor
qualities.
More importantly, Yummly’s massive size (over a million recipes) and large variety
of data sources (70), are large enough to attempt to learn a model of taste for sets
of ingredients. There are some shortcomings with using Yummly:
• A lack of authenticity. Yummly’s API has been used in academic research in
the past [21, 56], but, to date, there are no studies testing the accuracy of
Yummly’s flavor information.
• The provided flavor parameters do not cover the full spectrum of flavor perception that humans actually sense.
Given all of this, it seems reasonable to propose an initial taste profile as 5-dimensional
vector—the amount of sweetness, saltiness, savoriness, sourness, and bitterness of
the food. In summary, a taste profile is a five dimensional real-valued vector, where
all dimensions range from 0 to 1. Each dimension corresponds to the amount of a
taste quality in a food item, with the relevant taste qualities being the sourness,
the bitterness, the savoriness, the sweetness and the saltiness of a food item or
combination of food items.

Modeling Taste
An obvious first pass at a model of taste would be to take individual ingredients and
assign them a taste profile. This is difficult, as most potential data sources deal with
combinations of ingredients, and it is difficult to break those ingredients apart and
analyze how each of them contribute to the end result. The Yummly API provides
a score for the amount of sweetness, saltiness, savoriness, sourness, bitterness and
6
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spiciness for various ingredient bills, but does not provide scores for an individual
ingredient. The solution is to look at maps of lists of ingredients to taste profiles.
Because we have a large set of data at hand, we can attempt to leverage machine
learning to figure out what this function might be. We can think about this in terms
of a multi-target regression problem: what is the real-valued taste profile (a set of
response variables) for a set of input ingredients (a set of measured variables)?
There is some reason to believe that several parts of the taste profile will be correlated. Experiments have shown that people have trouble distinguishing sour and
bitter [32], and it would be unsurprising to see the two dimensions correlated in the
data set. If we don’t believe that the output should be correlated (initial statistical
tests on a training set don’t show any correlations, for example), then it may be
better to treat this as a multi-variate regression problem and train an independent
model for each dimension of the taste profile.
There are many different strategies in machine learning to handle multi-target regression [5]. Nearly all of them perform supervised or semi-supervised learning. The
training set is a set of ingredient lists from Yummly that have taste profiles associated with them. We can keep the input feature vectors small by hierarchically
encoding ingredient type. A particular brand of strawberries, for example, can be
referred to as “strawberry”, for the encoding rather than the particular brand.
We propose to use a Neural Net (NN) to perform this learning task. NNs have shown
good results for domains where the feature space has complex topography and may
even be disjoint [19]. NNs have also been used in other recipe generation systems.
We need to use a slightly different network topology than has been used in other
recipe generation systems—whereas [30] had a single target, we have five. [6] describes a few experiments with multi-target regression NNs (referred to as multi-in,
multi-out [MIMO] NNs), detailing how to set up the problem with two popular feedforward neural networks, multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and radial basis networks
(RBN). Specialized NNs also exist for regression problems, both with single outputs
and multiple outputs. Generalized Regression Neural Networks (GRNNs) [48] are
NNs for regression problems that are based on the RBN. GRNNs are useful due to
training speed (the network is trained in a single pass, rather than iteratively [24]),
but need very fine tuning of the smoothing parameter, which often requires many
training rounds. In addition, GRNNs represent each input vector in the training set
as a node in their hidden layers, so the network can grow very large with a large
potential input space.
Figure 7 goes over the MLP topology for multiple inputs and multiple outputs. Cross
Validation (CV) is often used to find an optimal machine learning models. Standard
practice is to use 10-fold CV for finding optimal MLP models [2].
Machine learning techniques often struggle with ‘long-tail’ distributions [8], where
plenty of data exists for a small number of examples, but the vast majority of
examples have very few data points. As hinted at in other recipe generators, online
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Figure 7: Values in the output layer correspond to a taste profile of the
encoded ingredient list from the input layer. The activation function of
the output layer is the identity function (all output nodes get activated)
and the square error is the loss function.
recipe databases tend to skew heavily towards particular combinations, leaving a
vast majority of potential, useful examples in the dark.
We would expect a model trained on data that has a long-tail distribution to have
the following properties:
• The model performs very well for a small part of the potential ingredient
combination space.
• The potential ingredient combination space containing lots of examples of a
few ingredient combinations and then very few examples of the remainder of
the space.
• The model, overall, performs poorly (but very well in restricted parts of the
space).
If this is the case, then we can move to a more robust set of features. Rather than
using sets of ingredients as features for input into a machine learning model, we can
shift to using sets of nutrients known to make up those ingredients, and then look
at nutrient sets as inputs to the model.
This is more likely to avoid long-tail problems because chemical information generalizes better across novel ingredient combinations. If the model has never seen
bananas and blueberries together before, but it has seen strawberries and chocolate,
a model trained on just ingredients will be unable to generalize. However, a model
trained on chemical components will know that bananas and strawberries share several many chemical compounds (acidic lipids, most sugars, water) and chocolate and
blueberries also share several common sugars.
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This will, naturally, blow up the dimensionality of the search space. However, the explosion will be less intense than expected due to the fact that food items share many
similar compounds and that many compounds function similarly. Furthermore, deep
learning techniques have shown to perform well in fine-grained high dimensional
spaces, by slowly transforming the input into a lower-dimensional, coarser-grained
representation [3].
Let us take a moment to talk about how we can cluster food compounds to reduce
the dimensionality of this space. There are four basic molecules that compose food
items: water, lipids, carbohydrates and proteins[27]. Some of these categories need
to be broken down further. There are many types of lipids, for example, so the
category is too broad to be useful. Lipids need to be broken down into true fats
(triglycerides) and emulsifiers (diglycerides and monoglycerides). True fats need to
be broken down further, into saturated fatty acids, monounsaturated fatty acids and
polyunsaturated fatty acids in order to capture important differences in taste[27].
The previous paragraph implies the use of expert knowledge to cluster. We can
also use machine learning techniques, such as k-means clustering, to find similar
clusters. Other dimensionality reducing techniques, such as PCA (finding which
features contribute most to variation over the space, and then only considering
those features) can be used. Regardless, there are several potential avenues to make
the nutrient space tractable for machine learning.
Information for this model can come from databases on chemical food composition,
such as the Volatile Compounds in Food database7 , or the USDA database on chemical food composition8 , as well as research performed in the food science community
on the chemical makeup of foods ([38] is a good review).
However, even with the more general dataset of chemical knowledge, the distribution
in the training set may still have a long tail. It is possible that the taste model will
need to be augmented with case-based knowledge extracted from experts. We can
consider using a case based reasoning system to augment the learned model.

Evaluation
The machine learning portion of the taste model can be evaluated via typical ML
procedures. As a supervised ML algorithm, we can use a 70/30% training / evaluation split to check it’s accuracy.
As a taste profile is defined in terms of real values and not categorical or ordinal
values, we can establish a distance metric between the ‘true’ profile and the profile
the model returned. General practice is to use a mean squared error metric, although
[5] gives several other potential equations.
Overall, the model (and the data driven evaluation) allow us to finally start attempting to capture something that current recipe recommender systems and generators
7
8

http://www.vcf-online.nl/
http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/ndb/foods
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do not: how a food item actually tastes, in actionable terms. Due to the limitations
of data sources, as well as the limitations of the current understanding of taste and
flavor in general, this model still needs to be domain specific, but the methodology
should hold regardless of culinary domain, from smoothies to braised meats.

Chapter 4: Mischaire, A Smoothie Generator
The most obvious application of the taste model is in a recipe generator. As dish
classes work well as domains, the model should allow us to create a pasta, salad or
burger generator. I chose smoothies as the subdomain to investigate with the taste
model, due to several useful properties:
• Although consumption temperature does alter the flavors of various food
items[10], heat is the driving force behind all chemical reactions that change
the chemical structure (and by extension, flavor properties) of foods. Limiting
the amount of heat keeps the search space tractable.
• Smoothies are fairly easy to prepare in a uniform fashion, which aids human
evaluation.
• Smoothies are delicious.
Mischaire is a recipe generator that uses the model of taste from chapter 3 to aid in
creating new smoothie recipes. Given a target taste profile to find, Mischaire uses a
goal-driven genetic algorithm to come up with new recipes that try to fit the taste
profile. Additionally, Mischaire accepts a set of constraints, defining parts of the
potential smoothie space that the system can search over.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) have shown good performance in optimization problems,
especially in spaces with many local maxima or minima, because they optimize from
a set of starting points, rather than a single location [11]. Furthermore, GAs have a
long history of being used for generative methods [51], even in the context of recipes
[31].
Constraint-based methods have found a home in generative methods, mostly in the
subdomain of procedural content generation (PCG), through the use of solvers to
find all possible artifacts that fit a certain set of constraints. Pioneering work was
performed by Adam Smith in Variations Forever and Refraction games [45, 44]
and Gillian Smith in the mixed-initiative level creator Tenagra [47]. The general
paradigm when using constraint methods is to allow a user/designer to specify some
constraints, and show a sample set of artifacts that can be generated based on those
constraints. The designer then narrows the constrained space to exclude the examples he/she does not like, and more examples are shown under the newly constrained
space. This process continues until the designer is satisfied with examples.
Mischaire mixes the two styles of generation. The software assumes that some design
targets are best described in terms of goals, “I want artifacts to have properties very
similar or exactly like X, Y or Z” as well as constraints, “Generated artifacts should
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never have properties T or Q and have value F in between 0 and 6”. Due to the
known difficulty English speakers have in expressing taste [32], taste makes a good
GA optimization target. Users of our software probably don’t know enough about
the complex interactions of taste to specify constraints on a taste profile, but may
be able to make some rough stabs at it (more salty than sweet, not that sour,
etc). These rough stabs (think of slider positions) are more befitting a goal than a
constraint. Other parts of a recipe, such as prep time, number of steps, cookware
required or even nutritional content, is easier to express with constraints.
There are two ways we can incorporate constraint programming and genetic algorithms:
• Constrain first, search over remainder: given a set of constraints, generate all
potential smoothies that fit those constraints (via a solver). Then, use the GA
to find the most performant smoothie in this restricted space.
• Constraints as part of the GA loop: Constraints are handled as part of the
GA. This has been studied in the numeric optimization community under a
number of forms—constraints can be transformed into penalties given to population members that don’t fit the constraints, constraints can be iteratively
applied though time to thin the population down, all constraints can be applied at every iteration of the the GA to immediately remove all members of
the population that don’t fit those constraints (for review, see [28]).
Due to the large potential space of not only ingredient combinations, but all the
ways to prepare various ingredients, we propose that constraints should be part
of the GA loop (the second option). The delay in waiting for a solver to find all
potential recipes that fit a set of constraints is too long. As in other work, a recipe
is modeled well by an acyclic directed graph.
Formally, a recipe graph G < V, E > is a directed, acyclic graph where V is the
set of vertices and E is the set of directed edges connecting those vertices. Vertices
come in two types: ingredient vertices and step vertices (so V = Iv ∪ Sv, where
Iv is the set of ingredient vertices and Sv is the set of step vertices). Edges in the
graph are directed and show how particular ingredients flow through the graph. So,
an edge e ∈ E can be defined by a start vertex i and an end vertex j, such that
∀e ∈ E there exists a vi , vj |vi ∈ V, vj ∈ Sv and vi → vj .
This graph will end up being a tree, any path from any vertex in Iv will terminate
in a final step vertex in Sv, even if that step is ‘serve dish’. The leaves of the tree
are all in Iv, all other vertices are in Sv. Figure 8 shows an example.
Therefore, we need to consider how to encode a tree structure in a GA. [25, 14, 35]
detail three ways to encode a tree in a GA: edge encodings, vertex encodings and
edge-and-vertex encodings. Due to the fact that the GA needs to preserve some
structure in the trees it generates (Iv nodes can only be leaves, and leaves can only
be members of Iv), and that most of the operations we’d want to perform are node
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Figure 8: An example of a recipe graph. Vertices are in Iv are ingredients,
in red. Directed edges show how ingredients flow through step vertices
(Sv), in blue.

Figure 9: The vertex encoding of the same recipe graph. The encoded
vertexes define an ordering on the topology of the graph
based (new steps, ingredient swaps, etc.), we’ll use a vertex encoding in[25].
A tree (T ) can be encoded in a GA as a Prüfer vector (P ) as follows:
1. Let vertex i be the lowest labeled leaf node of T . Let vertex j be incident to
vertex i; append j to the end of P
2. Remove vertex i and edge eij , which connects vertices i and j
3. Go back to step 1 until there is only one edge in T , P is obtained.
Figure 9 shows the same tree using this vertex encoding. We can decode a Prüfer
vector (P ) and its set of eligible vertices (P ′ ) into a tree (T ). The eligible vertices
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list is all the vertices in the graph before encoding, in wind-up order. The decoding
works as follows:
1. Let vertex i be the lowest eligible node of P ′ and vertex j be the first element
of P . If i ̸= j, add the edge from i to j in T , remove vertex i from P ′ and
vertex j from P
2. Repeat step 1 until no elements are left in P
3. For the last two remaining vertices in P ′ , add the edge between them in T
This encoding is useful because it is topology preserving—as long as no nodes from
Iv are in the Prüfer vector, they will continue to be leaves after the mutation operation. Prüfer vectors define an ordering of internal nodes.
Our tree encodings, therefore, are a Prüfer vector (P) and its set of eligible vertices
(P’). We’ve already seen why the Prüfer vector makes a good representation, but
we can also define mutation and crossover operations on the set of eligible vertices
that will keep the important topology of the ingredient graph in tact. In addition,
we can define a mutation operation that changes the graph topology while keeping
the nodes in Iv leaves. Referred to in [25] as the shifting Prüfer vector operation,
this tweaks inner tree topology.
Crossover and mutation operations are easy in the leaf case—we can edit leaf all
we want without changing tree topology, from swapping to adding in new leaves.
Swapping or adding in new step nodes is trickier, but still possible. By carefully
tweaking the labeling of the nodes and adding / removing numbers to the Prüfer
vector, we can add in new branches to the tree.
This gives us a genotype, and a set of operations to tweak the genotype. The phenotype is just the recipe tree that the phenotype describes. We now need to look for
ways to evaluate the phenotype for fitness. We can now go back to one of the first
questions posed in this chapter: how will we handle a mixed strategy of constraints
and objectives?

Objective Functions / Heuristics / Goals
However, before we get to this point, we need to discuss what potential constraints
Michaire can have, and that requires us to talk a little more about the vertices in
the tree, Iv and Sv.
Ingredients consist of a general name, and some physical properties (such as potential
allergen categories, dietary restriction constraints, etc). Steps consist of some basic
action verb (such as ‘mix’, ‘blend’ or ‘chop’) and some additional properties (such as
time the step takes, the number of utensils required, etc). User constraints can come
in two categories: numerical constraints on the full recipe (such as total recipe time)
or categorical constraints on particular nodes (never use blueberries or ‘blending’,
for example).
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One constraint that will probably not be user specified is one of validity—all ingredient nodes should have a reasonable path to the root node. We can get a list
of valid ingredient paths by scraping recipe repositories online, and looking at cook
books.
So, an optimal recipe:
1. Minimally violates user constraints
2. Contains a minimal amount of invalid edges and nodes
3. Gets as close as possible to some target taste profile
We base our objective function on [29], augmented with the additions listed in [28].
We start, like many others, by noting that an objective function for a GA can
be considered as a minimization problem, where we are trying to optimize some
function f (X) where X is an n sized set of real-valued variables. Variables in X are
also subject to an additional set of constraints:
gj (X) ≥ 0, f orj = 1, ..., q
hj (X) = 0, f orj = q + 1, ..., m
Also note that q and m are not dependent on n; the number of constraints on the
variables has no relation to the number of variables. We can then frame GA as a
search to minimize eval(X), where:
eval(X) = f (X)if noconstraintsareviolated, f (X) + penalty(X)otherwise
We can construct penalty(X) from a set of functions fj where the function fj measures the violation of the jth constraint as:
fj (X) = max0, gj (X), if 1 ≤ j ≤ q; |hj (X)|, if q + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
Essentially, we frame the objective function of a GA as a process that is trying
to minimize an objective function that takes in a set of constrained real valued
parameters. If any of the parameters violate a set of constraints, a penalty is added
to the objective function.
Some of the constraints discussed earlier were categorical (such as containing ingredients of a particular type). We can encode these as large constant penalties,
although the actual numbers chosen will depend on experimentation. For derived
real values, such as number of steps or time taken or number of calories, we can
define functions that can traverse the graph to come up with the correct information.
The core objective function, f (X) is taste profile distance, as specified in the evaluation section of chapter 3. Some constraint functions (gj (X) or hj (X)) can be a
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maximum or minimum number of nodes in the graph (a good representation of complexity) or the required inclusion or exclusion of particular step or ingredient nodes
(users allergic to nuts can specify that a graph should never have an ingredient node
in the class ‘nut’, for example).
From [29], we evaluate the fitness of a member of the population of the GA with:

eval(X, τ ) = f (X) +

m
1 ∑
fj (X)2
2τ j=1

where τ is some temperature, given a starting temperature of τ0 and decreased
with each new population until less than some final temperature τf . To use this
temperature based evaluation, we require a few things:
• The initial population consisting of copies from a single initial potential recipe
graph that satisfies all constraints on the problem.
• Each new population starts as a set of copies from the best solution from the
previous population
[29] gives standard values for the starting temperature, the final temperature and a
step size for each new temperature. This particular strategy is desirable because it
seems to perform well on a variety of problems. It also does not require very many
parameters, unlike some other formulations of GA optimization formalizations (such
as [18]).
It is highly important to note that this strategy does not ensure that, when the
GA is finished running, the final result does not violate some constraints. For this
solving strategy user constraints are penalties transformed into soft constraints that
the algorithm makes a best-effort to uphold.
In [37], the authors describe an algorithm that uses a GA to solve a numeric optimization problem with nonlinear constraints that will return a solution which
violates a minimum number of constraints. The algorithm ensures that eval(X) <
eval(Y ) if X violates less constraints than Y regardless of how well f (X) or f (Y )
perform. This seems more optimal for a space that has hard, inflexible constraints
embedded in it, like food and recipes do (if a user is allergic to pine nuts, there is
no give on that constraint boundary. The resultant recipe must not have pine nuts
in it).
However, this requires finding the least good, yet still satisfying all constraints,
solution before starting the GA. This round of searching may be intractable in our
space, and therefore, we propose to start with the temperature algorithm. If initial
evaluations of the above are deemed unsuitable, we can shift strategies and identify
constraints that must hold true, search for the minimum scoring recipe that holds
those constraints true, and then start searching.
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Our current scheme does require an initializing search, as we need to find a valid
recipe before we can start our GA, but the search is more general. We need to find
a tractable solution, not the minimum tractable solution. However, if this search
proves too difficult (as graph search is not a particularly easy problem), [18] provide
a framework that allows for random initialization. This particular GA uses levels of
violation (with increasing penalties as level goes up) on each of its variables to help
steer the algorithm towards solutions that fit inside of the constraint boundaries.
However, as the authors admit, the amount of parameters that need to be set before
starting this GA can be staggering (5 variables with 4 levels of volition require
setting 45 parameters)!
With the current strategy, (using temperature in our objective function), we can
still report which constraints we’ve violated and by how much.

Evaluation
The first round of evaluations should lie on how well the GA stays in various constraint spaces. Being able to characterize the GA in terms of which constraints it
does well on vs which ones it tends to violate is a good first metric for quality.
We can look at how well the generator covers the potential smoothie space by
performing an expressive range analysis on it. Unlike the taste model, where we
could compare and contrast predicted results of a prediction on an evaluation set,
here we may not have a smoothie recipe to compare to. What if a user has the GA
search for a recipe that has an inordinate number of steps, because that’s what the
user wants?
Looking at how many different ingredient combinations the model considers when
given a particular taste profile and set of constraints is still useful, and can show
what parts of the generative space get ignored under certain conditions.
Finally, algorithm characterization is an interesting form of analysis, but are the
smoothies actually pleasing to a human consumer? A similar study to the one performed in [34] and [7] will be performed, where average users will try some smoothies designed by humans and some smoothies designed by Michaire. In both cases,
we’ll be looking to see if the participants report the predicted flavor profile of the
smoothie.
A final note about the proposed user study, unlike some past work, we are not looking to say that the smoothie recipes are creative. Although rough in some cases,
we’re looking for actual grounding out of the flavor data set. Do Yummly’s flavor profiles match up with the taste reported by a random sample of people? Do
Michaire’s smoothies reflect the flavor profiles provided for by participants? If both
these sources have error, is the error the same? What can the error tell us about the
generator?
We’d also like to perform the same study with taste experts. Average users and
experts have been shown to come from separate evaluation populations, and keeping
the studies separate can reveal key differences between expert and average perception
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and bias.

Chapter 5: Heart, Mind and Spirit
There is a part of cooking that is not captured by taste profiles or recipe trees optimized to dirty the minimum amount of bowls. Food, and the reasons why we choose
dish over the other, is tightly intertwined with ephemeral qualities of memory, heart
and spirit. These are the trickiest qualities of cooking to address algorithmically, but
to ignore them is to miss what brings people together for Thanksgiving, Passover
or even Taco Tuesday.
Carolyn Korsmeyer writes in Making Sense of Taste, her investigation into the aesthetics of flavor, that, “Foods qualify as symbolic and meaningful in a host of ways”
[22]. Carolyn applies Nelson Goodwin’s theories about symbols in art to food, with a
focus on how food represents, exemplifies, and expresses artistic properties. Carolyn
argues that food satisfies all of Goodwin’s symbol types and also has the property
of ‘relative repleteness’, a condition where “comparatively many aspects of a symbol
are significant” [15]. Carolyn does not argue that food is art, but that argument is
more in the realm of aesthetics than AI.
The relevant parts are the first three symbol categories: food can represent something
else, usually performed by making the dish look like something else (a gingerbread
house or a red velvet cake baked to look like a puppy), food can exemplify properties
(posses a general property, apples are red, therefore they exemplify red), and food
can express properties (apples possess wickedness because the evil Queen tricks
Snow White with an apple in the fairy tale Snow White, Goodman refers to this as
‘metaphorical exemplification’).
This realm of exemplification, both metaphorical and physical, gets at the heart of
culinary artistry and creativity. Korsmeyer spends the last two chapters in Making
Sense of Taste taking a whirlwind tour of what qualities food exemplifies by looking at representations of food in visual and written art. Deborah Lupton (in her
book Food, The Body and The Self), writes about meaning-making in food from
a poststructuralist perspective. Lupton’s work is couched in sociology rather than
Korsmeyer’s backing in philosophy and art history, but both authors agree that
meaning in food is highly personal and based on local culture.
Lupton focuses on how meaning with food items is tethered to meaning around the
body and meaning around the self. However, her book contains plenty of references
to qualities food exemplifies. These qualities can come through a dish or ingredient’s
color, “The colors white, green and yellow in particular are valorized in foods: white
stands for purity, innocence, refinement, green symbolizes freshness, nature, rural
spaces, while yellow is redolent of sunshine, the open air and culturally valued gold”
[26]. These qualities can also be inherent to the ingredient itself, “Milk, for example,
stands as a restorative, a symbol of purity, the innocence of a child, natural goodness,
calm strength and reality” [26]. These qualities can also come from when a particular
food item is eaten (for example, the traditional dishes of an American Thanksgiving
have special significance and meaning because of their strong association with this
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holiday), as well as personal experiences and memories.
This advancement proposes trying to capture these sorts of information in a semantic network. The proposed semantic network is a set of concepts, which, in this
case, can be ingredients, dishes, physical properties, taste profiles and more nebulous cultural concepts like purity, refinement or strength. The relationships between
these concepts follow from Korsmeyer and Goodwin: the food items in the semantic
network can exemplify the physical properties in the semantic network and express
the cultural concepts.
Formally, items in a semantic network can be considered as facts F , where:
f =< p1 , r, p2 >, f ∈ F
p1 and p2 are concepts in the network and r is the relation between them. Concepts
fall under three classes: ingredients, physical properties and cultural properties. Relations also have three classes:
1. Representation, which relates ingredients to things they physically resemble.
2. Exemplification, which relates ingredients to physical properties they have.
3. Expression, which relates ingredients or physical properties to the cultural
concepts they express.
It’s possible that existing semantic networks like ConceptNet9 contain the required
entities and links, however, it is likely that such an semantic network will need to be
built. This is mostly due to the focused subdomain for the semantic network that
we’re considering—ConceptNet proposes to be a general purpose, common-sense
reasoning resource, which may or may not focus on food, dishes and social meaning
around food enough to be useful.
It is also important to note that the semantic network proposed here would not
be complete, and would obviously reflect the biases and viewpoints of a particular
culture or even a particular person. However, such a network can enable another
level of reasoning over a proposed recipe—what cultural meaning does it invoke?

Creativity
Computational Creativity has long argued over how to formalize and operationalize
creativity: is it a set of properties that a creative work has [40]? A set of properties
that a creative process has [4]? A set of properties inherent in a creative multi-agent
generative system[39]? Depending on which camp you fall into, your definition of
creativity changes, as well as how you attempt to measure and evaluate it.
This makes creativity very difficult to evaluate. Perhaps it’s better to look at purposeful recipe creation based on exemplification and expression as an expressive
9

http://conceptnet5.media.mit.edu/
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ability that current recipe generators lack. A sufficiently developed symbolic recipe
generator may generate recipes that fall alarmingly close to art (according to previously discussed aesthetic philosophy), and focusing on this aspect leads to a generator that seems to exhibit creative behavior.
Incorporating the proposed semantic network of food symbolism into Michaire requires two things: all the ingredients or dishes that Michaire can create be represented in some way in the semantic network, and that Michaire have some way to
search the symbol space. Representing Michaire’s dishes is easy enough. The component ingredients should already be encoded in the network, and we can consider
a dish to have some of the cultural meaning that comes from its ingredients. Furthermore, taste profiles can be encoded in the network as physical properties that
ingredients express.
To search over this the semantic network, we’ll add another term to Michaire’s
objective function, n(X). n(X) is the coherence of the set of cultural properties
that are expressed by the taste profile and component ingredients. Trying to invoke
too many different cultural concepts at once is likely to be confusing and dilute
meaning. For each similar cultural symbol among the ingredients, n(x) decreases.
This function will take a lot of hands-on tweaking to nail down—should expressed
symbols from exemplified properties count for less than core expressed symbols?
Other interesting concepts include trying to invoke certain set of cultural symbols,
and penalizing the generator for every symbol it finds not in that set. This sort of
purposeful generation allows us to generate towards some sort of meaning. We can
come up with a set of symbols that have importance for a particular place, then
generate a set of recipes around that symbol set.
The result would be a book of recipes for a place—a local cookbook of meaning.

Evaluation
Adding the proposed semantic network as an additional structure in addition to the
model of taste, and changing Michaire’s evaluation function is interesting, but there
is a hard wall to climb: how do we evaluate it?
As stated earlier, meaning in food is highly shifting and personal—there is no objective standard to evaluate the semantic network against. It isn’t even a certainty
that everyone who interacts with this version of Michaire will agree with what the
generator believes is it metaphorically exemplifying in a particular recipe. In fact,
being blunt about Michaire’s metaphorical intentions can actually make a user think
less of the generator if their beliefs about food metaphor don’t align.
However, we can show the recipe along with other things that also try to reference
the same metaphorical concept. By adding a surface renderer that juxtaposes the
generated recipes with images or short bits of text that also surface the same underlying metaphorical content, we can generate associations that a viewer might
not agree with, but may still find the end result pleasing or useful (A user may not
understand why a unicorn (a common symbol of purity) is doodled in the margins
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in a recipe using milk, but it doesn’t make make them balk against the reference as
much as if we had told them directly, “the milk means purity”). Such ‘annotated’
recipes could be considered aesthetic in their own right, and we can build a recipe
book from them for showcasing or home use.
We can also open up the semantic net to playful exploration—allowing users to try
and select a set of symbols and see what the AI comes up with, or allowing users
to try and force the AI into awkward positions (‘let’s have it try to generate a sour
recipe that expresses safety’) can be a fun. This sort of interaction paradigm has
been used by Microsoft for How Old Bot10 , an AI that tries to guess how old you
look, and was summarily pushed to the limit by users who would don masks to ‘fake’
the bot out, or ask it to identify the ages of their dogs.
Overall, the semantic net starts to push Michaire towards trying to understand
ephemeral qualities of food, giving it a way to access and conceptualize more personal
and social concepts around food. This opens up new avenues for interactions with
food and AI, between artistic juxtaposition and college around recipes to allowing
playful exploration of semantic space.

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Timeline
This advancement does not go into all aspects of flavor—the human perception
of it is not understood well enough to completely operationalize, and unlike other
human senses (such as sight or sound) easy sensor-based proxies currently don’t
exist. However, current recipe generators either completely abstract flavor away, or
deal with it on a very high level. To improve upon existing techniques, we need a
computational model of taste.
The model is learned from existing recipes online, and maps a multidimensional taste
profile to an input vector of ingredients. This problem looks similar to multi-target
regression, and we use a MIMO neural network to try and learn this relation.
This taste model enables an example recipe generator, Michaire, to recipes that fit
a user specified taste profile in a particular domain. Michaire is also novel in the
context of generative methods, as it encodes constraints into a genetic algorithm.
This is a requirement for recipe generation, as it needs to accommodate real world
requirements like food allergens or limited prep time.
Finally, we look at some more ephemeral qualities of food and recipes, taking a
strong focus on cultural symbolism and personal meaning that gets imbued into
particular ingredients and recipes. We propose a mapping of cultural symbols to
ingredients (and by extension recipes). By searching over this more fantastic space,
we can allow Michaire to generate recipes that capture more of the ‘spirit of the
ingredients’.
The dissertation will take two years. I expect that answering each question will take
around the same amount of time: the first 8 months will be spent developing and
10
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evaluating the taste model. Progress milestones include evaluating the effectiveness
of the machine learned taste model. Papers on the taste model can find a fit in
computational creativity conferences, as well general AI and flavorist venues.
The second 8 months will be spent developing Michaire. At first, we’ll focus on using
the taste model in a recipe generator for smoothies, and allowing for additional constraints to be specified as part of its generation process. As the mixing of constraint
satisfaction and genetic algorithms is fairly unique in the generative methods community, this work can find a fit in Procedural Content Generation or more general
generative methods workshops or conferences.
The final eight months will be focused on building the food-symbol semantic network, and arming Michaire with it. This final work is highly intertwined with social
practice in food, and may find a better fit in an art project setting. The final deliverable will be a cookbook of a place, incorporating all the discussed aspects of
recipe generation into a final piece.
Overall, this work is a strong contribution to the emerging multidisciplinary realm
of food science, social practice around food and computer science. We think that
there is a space for AI to assist human chefs in the kitchen, and allow for the playful
exploration of both potential flavor and potential meaning in food.
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